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Introduction
The dilemma posed by erroneous rulings

as going against the system's
addressee obligated to obey the ruling despite its alleged erroneousness?
Kote that this question dillers from that of the case where the addressee is
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critical of the ruling's moral implications. In the latter case, the addressee
is unwilling to abide by the system's determination, on moral grounds,
whereas in the former cr1se, sh!:' simply wants the court to generate the
correct ruling.
The former question can also be presented in tht> following way: is the
binding nature of a court ruling dependent on its substantive correch""\C55,
or is its validity f.Olely a function of procedural correctness?
The position of Jewish law on the question of what renders a ruling
valid differs from that endorsed in contemporary western legal theory.
According to talmudic law, the validity of legal rulings does not rest
exclusively on procedure, bul is also conditioned on substantive
correctness, that is, consistency with the la1v. In Jev•'ish law, there
may indeed be circumstances in which someone who beliew's that a
ruling is not consistent \·vith the Ja-w will not be bound by it. The practicdl import of this conclusion is that undPr certain circumstances, the
law itself directs an individual not to follmv a ruling that >vas handed
down by the court. We \vill explore precisely when this 5cenario is deemed
to occur.
More specifically, the paradigm case on which we «vill focus is that of the
duty to obey a halakhic judgment in a situation where one of the judges
disputes the ruling because he cont.iders it erroneous. Elsewhere in this
volume/ we sow that the phenomenon of controversy is a hallmark of
halakhic literature. Tn many instances the Sages took pride in the existence
of controversy regarding the correct understanding of the la>v, and even
encouraged the parties to various controversies to uphold, teach and
defend their respective views. But in this chapter, our focus will not be on
theoretical controversy in the context of study in the beit liamidrash (yeshi\'a,
talmud1c academy), but on the adducing of controversial laws in actual
legal decit.ion-making. Consider the following scenario: a court hands
down a ruling that conflicts with the view held by one of the judges, and,
as he is convinced of the correctness of his position, this judge claims that
the court has erred, and has issued a ruling that runs counter lo the law.
Does the halakha require this judge to abide by tht> court ruling he
considers to be erroneous, or does it recognize a mow limited obligation
to obey, one that permits the scholar who is convinced of the halakhic
correctness of his ovvn position to maintain it in the face of a rnling to the
contrary? Does such a scholar have the right to act, or maybe even rule in
his community, in a marmEir that deviates from the said ruling, or might he
even have dil obligation to do so?
Once again, it mut.t be stressed that the dilemma. in question does not
Mise out of a legal ruling that conflicts with an individual's moral outlook,
credting a disparity between his legal obligations and his personal
worldview. Rather, the dilemma arises out of rulings that, in the opinion
1 S~i: Chapter 01w above, "Cont~uvPrsy"
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of one of the members of the court, contravene the law itself, or in other
words, are erroneous in their substantive interpretation of the la\'·!.
Ihe dilemma posed by erroneous rulings has significant social and
existential implications. Permitting scholars to conduct themselves, or
even to rule, on the basi" of their own reasoning and understanding of tlw
la,v, contrary to rulings of the courts, will undermine the stability of the
system in general, which will, in turn, threaten the broader social
. The ability to project a sense of reliability and integrity in its
application of the ]a\v is crucial to the operation of any legal '>ystt>m, and
v»ithout it, communal unity will crumble. On the other hand, true justite
is <ilso a paramount value, cmd desirable standards of truth and justice
c<.mnot be maintained by a judicial system without mechanisms that enable
it lo quickly correct mistakes, even at the expense of stability. This
desideratum mandates a weakening of the obligation to abide by the
court's legal determinations in the event of a mistaken judgment, so as to
ensure that the legal system is not held hostage to erroneous rulings.
The question of the scope and limits of the duty to abide by erroneous
halai<llic rulings has garnered considerable attention from contemporary
scholars.' In particular, they have grappled with the fact that for
approximately the past two hundred years, Orthodox Judaism has
endorsed the notion of deference to the halakhic pronouncements of
preeminent authorities (daat torah). This phenomenon has motivated
scholars to explore whether this for-ranging obligation has its roots in the
Rabbinic sources, or is a more modern development.
Many scholars cl<lim that two approaches to this issue can be fotmd in
the classic halakhic sources, one mandating a limited duty of compliance
with legal authority, <.md the other-often presented by contemporary
halakhic authorities as the sole legitimate stance-mandating full and
thorough deference to the pronotmcements of halakhic authorities. The
law of the "rebellious elder" (zaken mamre), which will be discussed in
section 2, is often claimed to reflect the latter approach, whereas the stance
taken in tractate Horayot of the Mishnah, 1shich will be discussed in
section 3, is said to reflect the approach espousing a more limited duty to
obey. In this chapter, we will claim, however, that the different Rabbinic
sources cto indeed present a coherent position on the duty of deference to
legal authority. The Sages emphasize that the Sanhedrin's rulings are
authoritative, and uphold a comprehensive obligation to comply with
them. Generally speaking, they do not permit those holding dissenting
opinions to act contrary to the rulings of the court. Moreover, they declare
that the Sanhedrin has the power to establish the normative and binding
la\v with respect to as-yet undecided legal questions. >Jevcrthelcss, they
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did limit the obligation of obedience to rulings of the Si'IJlhedrin in those
exceptional cases where an obvious and objective mistake had been made.
Indeed, a sage is not permitted to abide by the erroneous ruling. V·/e will
see that these two principles-the principle of the authoritativeness of
Sanhedrin rulings, on the one hand, nnd that of the duty not to abide by a
erroneous ruling, on the other-reinforce and complement one
·, ensuring that obedience to rulings issued by the court ·will be
intelligent, critical, and subject to the overriding constraint of truth.·'
1.2 The High Court in Jerusalem
The Sages based their tmderstanding of the role and status of the High
Court on Deuteronomy 17:8-13:
8 lf there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment, between
blood and blood, between plea and plea, and between stroke and
stroke, even matters of controversy within thy gates; then shalt
thou arise, nnd get thee up unto the place which the Lord thy God
shall choose.
9 And thou sholl come unto the priests the Levites. an<l unto the
judge that shall be in those days; and thou shalt inquire; and they
shall declare unto thee the sentence of judgment.
10 And thou shalt do according to the tenor of the sentence, which
they shall declare unto thee from that place which the Lord shilll
chOose; and thou shalt observe to do according to all that they shtlll
teilch thee.
11 According to the law which they shall teach thee, and according lo
the judgment which they shall tell thee, thou <:>halt do; thou shalt
not turn aside from the sentence which they shc1ll dechirc t.mto thee,
neither to the right hand, nor to the left.
12· And the man that doeth presumptuously, in not hearkening unto
the priest that standeth to minister there before the Lord thy God,
or unto the judge, even that man shall die; and thou shalt
exterminate the evil from Israel.
13 And ull the people shall hear, and fea1~ and do no more
presumptuously.
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This biblical rule establishes that the High Court will sit in Jerusalem
("the pface •vhich the Lord thy Cod shallchoo<;e") as the ultimate authority
on all areas of the law: purity and impurity, the Temple service, and even
civil matters (verse 8). In all these realms, in the event that the law is not
known ("tht're arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment"), one must go
to the High Court to seek a ruling, and one is obliged to follow that ruling
10). This obligation is repeated in verse 11 with il metaphor that
obt-'dience to the court to taking a specific path from which no
divergence is brooked ("neither to the right hand, nor to the left").
'111c Rabbinic discussion of this passage focuses on the parameters of the
obligation to obey the court, though not on the obligation to go to Jerusalem
to seek a ruling, a point that \·vas apparently considered obvious. The focal
point of the Rabbinic deliberation is the right of an individual sage to claim
that the court has handed down an erroneous ruling, and to conduct
himself, or even issue a ruling for his community, in accordance with his
own (contrary) opinion. The discussion of this question reflects the
dilemma that confronted the Rabbis as thev ·went about their decisionmaking: ought they give precedence to ·the values of stability and
comrmmai unity, or to the value of correctly and truly interpreting the
l.1.w? In other words, ought they place more weight on the need to preserve
unity within the halakhic enterprise, even in the absence of consensus with
rt'gard to a particular la•v-, or on the desideratum of allowing each sage to
follow his mvn path-that is, his own understanding of the law-v,rhen
convinced of its truth?
It is important to clarify the basis of the Rabbinic position regarding
obedience to court rulings. Is obedience required because of the
presumption that the comt
acts rightly-that is, that the court is
infallible-or is it grmmded in
court's fundamental authority? We
must also investigate whether authority is invested in judges rts individuals,
due to the high esteem in which they are held, or granted to the court as
an institution, due to its importance to the maintenance of society. Let us
now begin this examination with a look at the key Rabbinic sources relating
to the 'rebellious elder' (z11ken mamre), a sage vd10 does not comply with a
ruling handed dmvn by the Sanhedrin.

2

The rebellious elder (zaken mamre)

On the strength of the biblical injw1ction regarded as the prooftext for the
obligation to abide by the ruling of the High Court in Jerusalem, the Rabbis
set down the law of the "rebellious elder," a sage who contests the ruling
of the High Court, claiming that it is erroneous.
The law of the rebellious elder is set out in the Mishnah:
An elder who rebels against the court's decision [is put to death], as it
is said, "If there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment" (Deut.
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17:8). Three courts were [in Jerusalem_J: one convened at the entrance
to the Temple Mount, one convened at the entrance to the Temple
Court, and one convened in the Hall of Hewn Stone. They come to the
one at the entrance to the Temple Mount, and he [the elder] says,
"Thus I expounded and thus my fellows expounded, thus I taught and
thus my fellows taught." If they [the court] had heard [a tradition
regarding the matter], they tell it to them; if not, they go on to those
[judges) at the entrance to the Temple Court, and he says, "Thus I
expounded and thus my fellows expounded, thus I taught and thus
my fellows taught." If they had heard {a tradition regarding the
matter], they tell it to them; and if not, these and those come to the
High Court that is in the Hall of Hewn Stone, from which Torah goes
forth to all Israel, as it is said, "from that place which the Lord shall
choose" (17:10). Ifheretumed to his town, and yet again taught in the
manner he had before---he is exempt; but if he ruled that the teaching
was to be acted upon-he is liable, as it is said, "And the man who acts
presumptuously" (17:12); he is not liable until he rules that it is to be
acted upon.
mSanhedrin 11:2
According to the mishnaic acc01mt, the deliberations move through
successively higher instances, finally reaching the High Court in Jerusalem
that convened in the Hall of Hewn Stone. Although the High Court rules
against the stance taken by the sage in question, he nonetheless 'rebels'
and continues to instruct his followers to act in a manner contravening the
ruling handed down by the court. It is at this stage that the Rabbis impose
the punishment specified in the biblical passage: "that man shall die; and
thou shalt exterminate the evil from Israel"
2.1 Rationale for the ob~igation to comply with court rulings
Why does the Talmud relate to the rebellious elder with such severity?
Does the gravity of the re~ellious elder 's offense reside in the very fact that
he dares to challenge the law, or is it that he challenges the High Court in
Jerusalem? In other words, does the gravity ascribed to his offense arise
from the asswnption that the rulings of the court are ipso facto correct, and
thus in disputing the court's ruling, he is in essence rejecting the authority
of the law itself, or does: it arise solely from the fact that he rejects the
authority of the court and the legal establishment?
In the continuation of ~e Mishnah, the scope of the law of the rebellious
elder is further limited in~such a way that we can conclude that the law of
the rebellious elder is intbded to defend the authority of the court, and
not necessarily the authority of the halakha itself. The rebellious elder is
punished by death not be'cause he weakens the rule of law, but because he
undermines the standing of the highest court in the judicial system. The
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Mishnah distmguishes between the sage who rules that a Torah law is to
be abrogated, and one who rules that a law established by the Rabbis is to
be abrogated:
Greater se\'crity applies to [an elder who contradkls] the words of thP
Scribes than to [an elder who contradictsJ the words of the ToraJt. [One
who says] "There is no [precept of] phylacteries (lefilin}," m order lo
transgress the words of the Torah-is exempt [from the law of
rebellious elder]; [one who says] "[Phylacteries have] five 4
compartments" in order to <1dd to the words of the Scribes-is liable. 5
mS.mhedrin 11:3
The precept of donning phylacteries is set down in the Torah, but the
details of the precept, such as the structure of the phylactery boxes, were
promu lgatcd by the Sages. TI1e Mishnah asserts that a sage who disputes
the law of phylacteries itself is exempt, whereas a sage who disputes the
details of the law, which were set down by the Sages, is liable.
111e E<1rly Authorities give different explanations for the exemption of
the rebellious elder from liability for disputing the law of phylactnieo;.
According to Rashi, th!:' rationale is as follows: "This is not considcrnd a
legal ruling, since one ran go and read it in the schoolhouse." In other
wordo;, thP precept of phylacteries is a matter so obvious that even
schoolchildren know it." Hence, such a ruling is inherently repudiated, and
cannot even be considered a legal ruling.
:\1aimonides, on the other hand, explains the exemption as follows:
[The Sages of the Mishnah] said that he [the elder] is exempt if he
admitted that it [the precept of phylactt>ries] is obligatory but he
disobeys it due to rebelliousness, as [the Mishnah] ~ays: "in order to
transgress the words of the Torah," while admitting that it is a
transgression. Therefore, he does not incur death by the court, because
;ve do not put to death one who disobeys a positive conunandrnent.
But, if he said that there is no precept of phyl<icteries due to heresy, he~
is executed becau<>e he is a sectarian, not because he is a rebellious·
elder.... Have you ever seen a case where one who expresses belief
and conviction that there are two or three deities-which is
undoubtedly a repudiation of the biblical declmation that 'God is
One'-about which we say that this person is not to be executed, or
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thathe is a rebellious elder?! Rather, he is executed because he excluded
himself from the community, that is to say, the community of Israel
Maimonides, Commentary an tlw Mishnah, mSanhedrin 11:3
The mishnaic acconnt portrays the rebellious elder as seeking to usurp the
authority of the High Court in Jerusalem, as Maimonides goes on to assert:
Because the rebellious elder does not destroy the edifice of the Torah
or repudiate the whole Oral Law in its entirety, he is not considered
like the Sadducees or the Boethusians, but rather, he is someone who
considers his own opinion to be above that of the High Court, and
Scripture deems him liable to be put to death to preserve [the court's]
honor.
The following baraita7 sharpens this Mishnah and enables us to
distinguish tvvo rationales underlying the law of the rebellious elder:
R. Joshia said: Titree things did Zeira, an inhabitant of Jerusalem, tell
me: [In the case of] A husband who wishes to retract (!iml10I) his having
suspected his wife [of unfaithfulness]-his having suspected her is
retracted. A stubborn and rebellious son whose father and mother
wish to excuse (limhol) him-he is excused. A rebellious elder whom the
court wishes to excuse (limhol)--he is excused. And when I came to my
colleagues in the south, about two of the things they agreed with me,
but about the rebellious elder they did not agree with me, so that
controversy would not proliferate among Israel.
bSanhedrin 88a-bs

The baraita is premised pn the assumption that one who has been harmed
may ordinarily waive his rights with regard to the person who harmed
him-for example, a pai;ent may forgive his wayward son and thus release
him from the punishment specified in the law of the "stubborn and
rebellious son," and a h,llsband may forgive his wife and thus release her
from the need to undergo the waters of bitterness ordeal~ to prove her
innocence.
1
It appears that, in th~ opinion of Zeira, the transgressive aspect of the
rebellious elder's offen~ is the injury he inflicts on the personal honor and
prestige of the memberf of the court. Hence, they are permitted to forgive
him for his actions and'.exempt him from punislunent. Zeira's colleagues
opposed this interpretation and its implications. In their opinion, the
culpable aspect is not the insult to the judges' personal honor and prestige,
7 See also bSota 25a.
8 See also jSanhedrin 8:6 (26b); Sifre Deuteronomy, Ki Teitze, 218 (Finkelstein edition p. 251).
9 See Numbers 5:11-31.
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but rather, to the stunding of the High Court as an institutional authority,
the body that unites the world ofJevdsh la•N and ensureo, that "controversy
will not proliferate among Israel." Hence members of the court do not have
the authority to forgive the rebellious elder for his actions.
2.2

The rebellious elder's ruling

As we sfated above, the rebellious elder is convicted for issuing a directive
contrary to the ruling of the High Court, thereby undermining its authority.
But what distingui">hes 0cceptable criticism from directives considered
confrontational and subversive? ls the rebellious elder punished for every
e>..pression of a position contrary to that upheld by the High Court? Is hP
purnshed for a ruling that he alone follows, or only if he instructs others to
follow his ruling? \Ve will see that a range of different positions on these
queo;tions can be found in the som-ces, reflpcting the different vie\vs as to
the obligation to obey the court.
Clearly, expressing an opinion must be distinguished from carrying out
an action. The rebellious eldPr is entitled to oppose the High Court's ruling
in various
He c,m
express his opinion, and assert that the
ruling of the
Court is
error; he can also carry out an act that
contravenes the court's ruling. Bu the can also go beyond merely expressing
his opinion as il. theoretical view, and direct others to act in a manner that
contravenes the High Court ruling.
In \Vhich of these situations should the rebellious elder be punished?
\r\lhat is the underlying rationale for punishing the rebellious elder-to
prevc:>nt incikment, or to prevent rebellion against t.he legal establishment?
If preventing incitement is the rationnle, the focus \.Vill be on punishing
the rebellious elder when he causes others to refuse to abide by a ruling of
the High Court-for instance, when he directs others to act contr,uy to the
court ruling, or so acts himself, thereby serving as a role model. From this
perspective, it would be less serious for the rebelliouo; elder to act contrary
to the ruling of the High Court in the privacy of his own home-, whereothers are unaware of his behavior, or if the rebellious elder emphasizes
that his conflict with the court is theoretical m nature, and as regards hi&-·
actual practice, he accepts the court ruling. On the other hand, if preventing
rebellion against the judicial establishment is the rationale, v..·e would
expect that any infringement of a court ruling, even if carried out in private,
vvould be deemed se-rious- indeed, perhaps even the mere t>xpression of
theoretical opposition to the court's opinion would be deemed serious.
Keeping these considerations in mind, let us examine in parallel three
Rabbinic sources that address this issue-the Mishnah we considered
aboVP, d bdrditd, and a Tosefta-beginning wiU1 the first two.
i. If he returned to his tmvn, and yet again taught in the manner he
had before-he is exempt, and if he ruled that the teaching i,.vas to
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be acted upon-he liable, as it is said, "And the man \oiho acts

presumptuously" (17:12); he is nnt liable until he rules that it is to
be acted upon.
mSanhedrin 11:2
ii. The Rabbis taught: he [lhe elder] is not liable unless he acts in
accordance with his ruling, or directs others [to act in <iccordance
with his ruling] and they act in accord;.mce with his ruling.
bnraita in bSanhedrin 88b
I tis clear that in t\.\'O cases, the rebellious elder is exempt from punisluncnt
for his action: (1) if he expressed theoretical opposition lo the court's
ruling, but did not instruct others to act in accordance with his own viev.1;

and (2) if he acted in a rnam1er contravening the court's ruling, but did not
issue a ruling that such conduct \'>'as lawful.
Beyond this, the Mishnah and the baraita seem to diverge. From the
Mishnah it seems that the very fact that the rebellious elder issues a ruling
that contravenes the court's ruling is sufficient to render him liable, and it
is not necessary that he or others actually act in accordance \vi th his ruling.
In contrast, lhe baraita deems him liable only if his directive leads to
performance of an act that contravenes the court's ruling.
In contrast to the Mislmah and the baraita, the Tosefta is more nuanced,
and open to various interpretations:
A rebellious elder who ruled and acted in i'lccordance with his ruling
is liable; if he ruled but did not act in ilCCordance with his ruling, he is
exempt; if he ruled in order that it be acted upon (hora a[ menaf /aasot),
then even if he did not itd, he is liable.
tSanhedrin ! 4: 12
At first glance, the Tosefta seems to be inconsistent. From the first two
clauses, the rebellious elder seems to be deemed liable if his ruling leads
to an action that contra-\'cnes the court's ruling (as in the baraita). Ilut the
last clause appears to indicate that he can be found liable on the basis on
his ruling even i£ it does not lead to an action (as in the Mishnah).
The key to resolving this apparent inconsistency lies in the difference
between the expression "ruled" (in the first t\Vo clauses), and "ruled in
order that.it be acted up6n" (in the last clause). To understand the significance
of the difference, we rn'ust adduce a distinction widely invoked in Jewish
law, namf'ly, the distinction betvveen a ruling "intended as a statement of the
lav-,r" (1ehalaklia) and ~ ruling "intended for implementation" (ha/akha
/emaase). TI1e former is a halakhic ruling that does not call for its own
implementation. It is gi~1 en with the recognition thnt it mny remain a purely
theoretical injunction. Iii contrast, a ruling that is intended for implementation
is issued V·lith the intention that it be implemented in practice.
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The first hvo parts of the Toseftadeal with instances where he ruled "as
a statement of law.'' This explains why the rebellious elder is not to be
punished in cases where he issues a ruling contravening that of the court,
but no action is carried out in accordance with his ruling. He is to be
punished only in coses where his ruling results in the performance of
actions that contravene the court's ruling. The last clause in the Toseftri
passage, however, deals >vith a law "intended for implementation," lwraa
lenwase, or as the Tosefta puts it, "he ruled in order that it be acted upon."
Here, the ruling itself suffices to convict the rebellious elder, regardless of
whether it was achlally implemented. rn
The distinction is also foWld in jSanhcdrin 11:3 (30a): "Ifhe ruled not in
order that it be acted upon-he is exempt, [if he mled] in ordn that it be
acted upon, even if it was not acted upon-he is liable."
\Ve can conclude from these sources that when a court's ruling is
contrary to the position of a particular sage, he is permitted (and perhaps
even obligated) to continue to teach his tradition or his line of reasoning,
though it is contrary to the court's ruling. Huwever, when he teaches this
position, he must emphasize that in practice it is not to be acted upon, but
rather, the ruling issued by the court is to be acted upon.
The principle that a sage may publicly dispute the court's ruling and
seek to disseminate his own ideas, as long as he emphasizes that they are
not to be acted upon unless the court changes its ruling, reflects the very
essence of the t<1\mudic enterprise. Talmudic debate does not seek only to
establish the law to be applied in practice, but also to clarify and profoundly
understand the various opinions on any given issue. Hence it is legitimate
to publicly take issue with a court ruling, but illegitimate to act or instruct
others to act in a manner conflicting with that ruling. The fact that it is
permissible for tht' sage to continue to teach his opinion, to disseminate it,
and to try to con vincc students of its correctness, clearly demonstrates that
the elder's transgression is not that he challenged the correctness of the
High Court's ruling.
It is important to note that the very fact that the sage is permitted to
teach his dissenting opinion sharpens the obligation to obey the court.
'Vhere the sage is convinced nf the correctness of the court's ruling/
obeying it is not a mmifcstation of true obedience, since the sage does so
not merely because the court ruled that is was the law, but on the basis of
his own understanding and belief that the ruling is correct. Real obedience
to the court is manifested only when the sage claims that the court ruling

liable."
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'so it o,cems to us'- he is not
based on tradition,' and they say, 'soil SE'f'DlS to u<;'-he is
Only \vlwn he '>Ll)i'i, 'So it !,Pems to me,' and they say, 'It is based on
tradition'
bSanhcdrin 88,1
tradition is superior to in!E't'pretntion. The
the factor m<1ndC!ting the punishment of de0th
one \Nho Lmdcrrnines its decisions, does not derive from the quality of its
judicial judgment, but from the superiority ol its legal traditions. The idea
hen• is that the I !igh Court's trAditions of the linv are weightier thi'ln any
intl:'rpretiltion thilt might be proposed by an individual on the basis of his
significantly lin1its the scope of the law of the
K Knhana takes the vie\V that a claim bilsed nn tr<1dition
io. stronger them a clo.im bao,ed on logic. I Ience, the rebellious elder is guilty
only if he bases his claim on an argument weaker th<m that of his colleagues.
If his claim is bCtsed on an equally-strong or stronger argwnent, he is not
d. It fo!lm,vs from K Kahana's approach that ·when the High
position 1s based on exegesis and
the n:'bellious elder
who rules against ii will not be punished, since hii
will be justified
by an argument of eqLtal or greater strength. The fact that he questions the
High Com t's ruling is not in itself a transgression. The rebellious elder is
only liable when, on the strength of his own logic alone, he seeks to deviate
from a received trndition.

approach, objecting to the limitation he seeks to impose on the law of the
rebellious elder. R Elm?ar remains loyal to the simple and more inclusive
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meaning of the Mishnah, which does not mention any of the distinctions
employed by R. Kahana. The continuation of the talmudic sugya reads:
R. Eleazar said: Even if he says, "[my ruling is] based on tradition,"
and they say "so it seems to us"-he is killed, so that controversy will
not proliferate within Israel

The thrust of R. Eleazar's stance is expressed in his concluding remark,
"so that controversy will not proliferate within Israel." This reason applies
equally to all the situations in which the rebellious elder disputes the
High Court's ruling, regardless of the epistemic grounds for the eider's
and the court's respective views. On this approach, the rebellious eider's
offense is not his divergence from the High Court's ruling on the strength
of a weaker argument, but the divergence itself. The grounds for the
views upheld by the rebellious elder and his colleagues are irrelevant; the
only relevant point is whether the substance of the eider's view is in
keeping with that of the High Court. We can therefore characterize R.
Eleazar's view as encapsulating an expansive approach to the obligation
to obey rulings handed down by the High Court.
In the sugya in tractate Sanhedrin of the Babylonian Tuhnud, the law is
decided in accordance with the view of R. Eleazar.12 The proof adduced for
this decision is the baraita, discussed above, that implies that the principal
rationale for the law of the rebellious elder is "so that controversy will not
proliferate within Israel"; that is, to preserve the unity of the law, as
determined by the High Court.

3 Tractate Horayot of the Mishnah
Tractate Horayot deals with mistakes by community and national officials.
It discusses the status of erroneous court rulings and mistakes made by the
High Priest or the nasi (Prince), as well as the sacrifices to be brought by
these office~holders if they err. The first two mishnayot of tractate Horayot
set down the law pertaining to the individual who acts upon an erroneous
court ruling. These mish1rzayot appear to endorse an approach quite different
from that taken in the sugya of the rebellious elder. The Mishnah establishes
that there are situationS in which not only is there no obligation to obey an
erroneous court ruling,'but there is actually an obligation to refuse to obey.
3.1 The prohibition lgainst acting upon an erroneous ruling
The first chapter of mH:orayot assumes as a given that it is forbidden to
obey an erroneous court ruling, and addresses the punishment incurred
for acting upon such a 1ruling:
12 See bSanhedrin 88b and Maimonides, Code, Laws conceming Rebels 4:1.
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If the court handed down a ruling [entailing the] transgressing of any
of the conunandments in the Torah, and an individual went and acted

upon its ruling ... he is exempt, because he relied on the court. If the
court handed down a ruling, and one of its members kne\v that it had
made a mistake, or a student himself qualified to rule 'Went and acted
upon its ruling [knowing that it had made a mistake] ... he is liable,

bl:'cause hl:' did not rely on the court [i.e., he did not have available to
him the excuse that he relied on the court]. This is the general rule:
whoever relics on himself is liable, and whoever relies on the court is
exempt.
mHorayot 1:1
Jewish lavv· distinguishes between one who transgresses under duress
(anus) and one who transgresses inadvertently (sJwgeg). In both cases, the

trnnsgression is not intentional. The latter's transgression is the result of a
deficiency in either his knowledge of the law or his perception of reality.
One who transgresses W1der duress is generally completely exempt from
punishment m1d any other legal sanctions, ·whereas the inadvertent
transgressor often must atone for his transgression by bringing a sin.offering, though he does not incur the punishment meted out for a
tran~gression committed willfully. The Mishnah raises the question of
whether one who acts in accordance with an erroneous court ruling is
required to bring <'I. sin-offering, or is deemed completely exempt from
doing so. In determining the answer, the Mishnah distinguishes between
a sage omd a laymom. A layman who innocently follows the court's ruling
is exempt from bringing a sacrifice "because he relied on the court." ln
effect, he can be viewed as someone who was forced (anus) to act contrary
to the law, since his reliance on the court ruling was reasonable, given that
it can be assumed thu.t the COlUt will hand down the correct ruling.
The sage, however, who knows that the court's ruling is mistaken, is not
exempt from bringing a sin-offering. since he is not 'forced' to act contrary
to the law. He should have used his own judgment, and refused to obey
the court's erroneous ruling.
Thus, the Mishnah is clearly premised on the assumption that there is
no obligation to obey an erroneous court ruling, and in certain circumstances
doing so is indefensible. These circumstances will be discussed below.
3.2

Degrees of exemption

In certain cases, those who have complied with an erroneous court ruling do

not incur any legal consequences, and are deemed exempt from punishment
or the sin-offering requirement. In the Truuwitic aml Amora.ic soLtrces,
different accounts of who is exempt are presented. As we sa>v, the 11i.shnah
declares that a layman who obeys an erroneous court ruling is completely
exempt, as he is not expected to apply his own critical judgment to rulings
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handed down by the court, inasmuch as the court is authorized to render
such decisions. In contrnst, in obeying the court's ruling without exercising
his O\vn judgm{;'nt, a 9.ge, who knO\'\'S the law, errs.
The T<1lmud takes a more severe approach with regard to both the sage
v,•ho obey~ an erroneous ruling, and a layman who does '>o. V1iith regard to
the
the Talmud asks \<.,..hy the Mishnah considers him to h<1ve
umnlentionally (shogeg) rather than \Villfully (mezh
Presumably, given his knowledge that the rulmg was mistaken, he kne\v
\'\'as forbidden to carry out the act in question. Therefore, the falmud
claims, this sage should rrceive the full punislunent meted out for the act
in question, and it ought not suffice for him to simply bring a sin-offering,
the sanction applicable in the ca~e of an inudvertent transgressor. "It is a
case where he knew lthe said act] is prohibited, but erred \Vi th regard to the
commandment of hearkening unto the words of thr Sages" (bHorayot 2b).
In other words, the Talmud is suggesting that the mi,.hnaic law is
restricted to the case of a scholar-someone well-versed in the intricacies
of the law, and in possession of profession;il legal judgment-;v·ho is
indeed aware thntthecourt ruling is mistaken, bu terrs in his w1derstanding
of the obligation to obey the court, taking it to be absolute, and thm, to
apply even to erroneous rulings. This interpretation would render most
cases of erroneouo; dction in accordance with a court ruling-\vherc the
individual in question is not a laym,1.n but someone
legal rulings--i.nstances of willful transgression
Thus, it appears that the obligation to follow the High Court's rnling is
by no means absolute, and in practice, one who knmvs that the court has
erred is forbidden to defer to its ruling.
The B,1bylonian Talmudalsostrengthensthe la\V articulated inmHorayot
with respect to the layman who follmvs an erroneous ruling. Adducing a
baraita, the T<llmud claims that although the opinion put forward in
mI-Iorayot is indeed upheld by some Tannaim, it is only a minority opinion.
TI1e majority opinion does require this individual to bring a sin-offering.
Regarding the law in mHorayot, the Amara R. Judah :.aid the following in
the name of Sotm1wl:
111is [that the l;iyman is exempt from having to bring a sin-offering] is
the opinion of R. Judah, but the Rabbis ,_aid: "An individual who acts
in accordance with the [erroneous] ruling of the court is obligated [to
bring a sin-offering]."
bHorayot 2b
\Ve have seen, then, that the Tahnud tend~ to strictness in its i.n.terpret<1.tion
of the law governing one \·vho acts on an erroneous court ruling. The
layman, who the Mishnah considers to have acted under duress, is
regcUded by the Talmud as one who erred inadvertently, and is thus
obligated to bring a sin-offering. And the scholar, who the \1ishnah
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considers to have erred inadvrrtently, is regarded by the Talmud
1-vho act~d willfully.
3.3
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Types of rulings

The scope of the obligation to obey court rulings can also be vie1-ved from
cmother perspective: the type of ruling and the nature of the error involved.
The law does not regard all errors in the s<Une way. mI-Iorayot 1:1 nddresses
the court's obligation to bring a sacrifice called the "bullock [brought]
because of the hidden thing" (par hcelem damr) if it inadvertently issues an
erroneous decision. lt dbo addresses the tvne of error referred lo in the

(~1 ar haba 1J/ knl lumiitzrnf). The Rabbis derived this law from tht>
rse: "And if the \Vhole congregation of Israel shall err, the thing
being hid from the eyes of the assembly, and do any of the things which the
Lord hath conm1anded not to be done, and are guilty: when the sin \vherein
they have si.JmeJ: is known, !hen the assembly shall ofJer a ymmg bullock
for a sin-oHering, and bring it before the tent of meeting" (Lev. .Jo:l3-14). In
essence, the offeri.J1g brought by the conununal leaders exempts the
individuals \viU1i.J1 U1e community from having to bring a ~m-offering.
The types of mistaken rulmg~ that obligate the court to brinf,; such an
offering are as follows:

lf the court issued a ruling uprooting an entire
there i'> no precept of marital separation
in the Torah, there is no [precept of the]
no [precept prohibiti.J1g] idol worship in the Torah they are exempt
If they issued a ruling annulling part and sustaining parl, they arc
liable. I-low so? If thev said, "111ere is a law of the menstruant in the

there is a [precept of the] Sabbath in the Torah, but one \vho
somethi.J1g from a private domai.J1 to a public domain ° 1s exempt; there
is [a precept prohibiting] idolatry in the Torah. but one 1-vho merely
bows dm'\'11 [to an idol, but does not
himself] i'> exemptthev [U1e court] arc liable, for it is
"the thing being hid" (Lev
4:~3)-some thing, bul not lhP Pn\-irP prerPpt.
mHor,1yut l:J
13 Carrying o':.•1eLts from a l-'nvate to a rubhc

c~omain

is pwhib1kd cm the Sabb~th
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In contrast to what \Ve might expect, the Mishnah establishes that the
court is liable to bring a sin-offering in cases v,rhpre its ruling \.Vas
inconsistent with one of the component details of a precept, but not in
cases where it negated the whole thrust of a precept. How is this rather
paradoxical position to be explained? Apparently, a ruling that negates the
whole thrust of a precept docs not obligate the court to bring a sin-offering
because it is so radical that it is not considered a bona fide court ruling at
all. Converse-ly, one >vho follows such a ruling is obligated to bring a sinoffering bemuse he ought to have known that such a ruling was not to be
obeyed. Hut in the case of a ruling that negates a component detail of a
precept, it is plausible that a layman might err and comply with the ruling.
Should that transpire, he is exempt, and it is the court that must bring the
sin-offering.
There is, then, a panillelism bchveen the distinctions established in this
!vlishnah and the distinctions set out in the ).tiishnah of the rebellious elder
discussed earlier. Vv'e saw that a rebellious elder is punished if he rules that
a Rabbinic lav-" is to be transgressed, but not if he iulcs that a hnv explicitly
set out in the Torah is to be transgressed. Rashi explains that the latter is
not considered a bona fide ruling becduse it is inherently repudiated: "This
is not considered a ruling, since one can gu and read it in the schoolhouse."
Herc, in mHorayot, we find the same basic principle: a court ruling th.?ot is
radically and patently erroneous, such ?os a ruling that uproots in its
entirety one of the precepts of the Torah, is not considered a bona fidt!
ruling. Those who act upon such a ruling arc obligated to bring a sinoffering. In the case of a less serious mistake by the court, ho\.vever-though here too, the ruling is unlawful and not to be complied with-an
individual's claim that he acted on the ruling in good faith is accepted.

4

Compatibility of the Mishnah in Horayot and the
Mishnah of the rebellious elder

Analyzing the types of jlidicial error referred to in the two main mishnaic
passages we have examined, rnHorayot and the law of rebellious elder,
is instructive. These pasSages deal with judicial error in different circumstances. mHorayot deals with instances where court rulings are erroneous
inan absolute sense. The Mishnah uses the term "mistake" (taut), indicating
that the error can be proyen. 14 Hence the continuation of the first chapter
of mHorayot addresses the question of o court thot recognizes its mistake.

14
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It speaks of an obiective error that i~ clear and unequivocal, and therefore

invalidates the ruling. Moreover, the 'icenario under consideration is
one where the court is not seeking to decide an intPrpretive controverc;y or
an open legal question. On the contrary, the court is addressing a legal
m;itter regarding \Vhich the law ha.:; long been decided, and revisiting
the law would exceed the court's authority. In 0U1cr words, the cases in
question are cases where the court's role is solely to apply the decided
and tmequivocal law, as expressed in available legal sources, to a given
situation. Given this scenario, mHorayot c:otabli'>hes frrnt erroneous
court rulings have no validity, and one who hears of such a ruling should
refuse to comply with it. It follows that the court itself, having reco,gnized
and retracted its mistake, is obligated to bring a sin-offering for it:,
transgression.
In contrast, the Mishncth of the rebellious elder addresses a situation in
which a controversy is brought to the court for a decision. Each side to the
controversy is convinced of the correctness of its position, but cannot
unambiguously prove it. T11e point of contention is an open legal question
that
in theory, be decided either way; though the court issues its
ruling-,
rebellious elder contends that the question should not have
have been decided as the court decided it.
It is significant that mSanhedrin's description of the process by which it
is determined that a sage is a rebellious eldf'r describes a scenario where
the legal point al hand is an open legal question, a precedent-setting i~sue
on \vhich a definitive a.nd binding decision h,ls not yet bt>en rendered. The
Sage~ pn'sent different solutions, based either on tradition or logical
argument-;: "Thus I expounded and thus my fellows expounded, thus I
taught and thus my fellows taught." The open question is brought to the
High Court for a decision. From this point on, the High Court's dl'cision
obligates all membt>rs of the judiciary, even those who initially presented
an opposing opinion.
who refuses to .:idopt the court's decision is
deemed a "rebelliouc;
and his punishmPnt is death. He is not
punished for attacking the
itself, but for tu1dermining the court's
status as an inst1h1tion with the duthority to decide the law.
Now an open legal question is not necessarily an intPrpretivecontrovcrsy, '
and the controversy could arisP due to the existence of opposing traditions,
or because although the court has a fradition-"If they [the court] had heard
[a tradition regarding the mdtter]"-this tradition was hidden and did not
become part of the halakhk corpus, the corpus of decided and well-known
law. In the latter situation, the controversy conducted by the Sages is
essentially a mechanism that transforms the hidden tradition into a
binding component of the halakhic corpus.
It is important to remember that the High Court in Jerusalflm is not ctn
ordinary- court, and functions not just as a judicial body, but also ns a
legislative body. Hence the matters brought before it arc often prccedentsetting questions that can.not be left in limbo and must be decided.
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Not all contemporary theorists of Jewish law interpret the two mishnaic
passages we have examined-the rebellious elder and mHorayot-as
complementary sources that together offer a comprehensive answer to the
question of the duty to defer to legal authority, as has been argued here.
Those who challenge the account presented here claim that the passages
represent two opposing approaches to the obligation to defer to legal
authority, approaches that compete with each other in the rabbinical
literature. This position is expressed in the following passage:
What makes an individual or an institution an authority? Several
different answers to this question can be discerned in the Jewish
tradition. One approach suggests what might be called a 'knowledge'
model of halakhic authority. 1his model assumes that the validation of
authority emerges from specific knowledge of a clearly defined area
that gives the authority an advantage over those who do not have such
knowledge.... The premise of this approach is that the Sages' authority
is based only on knowledge, hence when contrary to the truth, their
rulings need not be obeyed. Moreover, this truth is not the exclusive
province of the Sages, but freely knowable by everyone, since it is that
which determines the veracity of the Sages' ruling. In truth, the Sages'
authority is not grounded in powers granted them to create and
establish the law as they wish, but rather, its source is the Torah, which
they know. Therefore, where they make a mistake, obedience to their
ruling is a mistake, and is even forbidden. And we find this idea
expressed explicitly in ... mHorayot. ...
But the Jewish tradition also suggests another model of halakhic
authority, the 'command' model. According to this model, a legal
authority is granted the prerogative to command, to issue directives
that prescribe acts be carried out, and to subject members of the
community to his ap_thority. The latter have an absolute obligation to
obey the rulings of the authorities. On the command model, authority
is not necessarily based on the specific knowledge base of the authority,
but rather on the power granted to individuals or institutions to
establish obligatory societal norms. Therefore, in cases where it
appears to those uii.der this authority that the authority figure has
erred, they still hav1e an obligation to obey.15
Those who uphold Je thesis that there is an unresolved tension in the
Talmud between two opposing stances on obedience to legal rulings often
cite, in support of th~ir claim, a purported corresponding tension in
traditional Rabbinic ex~gesis of the verse "thou shalt not tum aside from
the sentence which the)' shall declare unto you, neither to the right hand,
nor to the left" (Deut. '.7:11).
15 A. Sagi and Z. Safraj, Between Autlwrify and Autonomy in J~vish Tradition (Hebrew), (Tel

Aviv: 1997), 10-13.
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The Jerusalem Talmud suggests thrit the verse be read as assf'rting that
since one •vho comes bt>fore the court can distinguish between right and
left, he is forbidden to follmv an erroneous ruling:
ls it pos-sible that if they s<iy to you regarding right th<it it is left and
regarding left that it is right, you should listen to them? Therefore
Scripture teaches that one is to go right and lcft~whcn they say to you
regarding right that it is right, and regarding left, that it is left.
jHorayot 1:1 (45d)
A different exegesis reaches the opposite conclusion, namely, that the
verse seems to establish ill1 absolute obligation to defer to legal authority:

"1\either to the right hand, nor to the left'' (Deut. 17:11)-even if they
show you [lit., shOiv to your eyes, marim beeineklia] regarding right that
it is left, and regarding left that it is right, listen to U1em.
Sifre Deuteronomy, Shoftim, 154 (Finkelstein edition, p. 207)

v<irious MS. 16
<l.

b.
c.

d.

The reading in Ynllwt Shimoni, Oxford manuscript: "even if they rule
(morin) regarding right that it is left."
The reading in the Oxford MS of Sifre: "even if they show (mnrim)
regarding right that it is left."
The reading in Pesikta Z11tra: "even if it seems ("dome beeinekha") in
your eyes regarding right that it is left"
The reading in
of
Rabbah (Vilna edition, parasha 1, "Id
tovim dodekha
2):
if they say to you (sheyomru lekha)

Despite these attempts to hnrmonizc, by means of textual emendation,
;v·hat seem
of opposing views as to the duty to comply .
with court rulings,
is difficult to reconcile these Rabbinic exegeses:'
N<:>vertheless, another contemporary scholar has convincingly argued that
there is no contradiction between them, as they refer to two different
situations:

It scemo; that no one pa.id attention to one particular word in the
phrasing of the baraita in the Jerusalem Talmud: "one is to go (lalekhet)
right and left." In the verse (Deut. 17:11), it docs not say that. Rather,

it ~ctys: "Ll1e S!:"ntence wtlictt th.ey shall declare unto you, neither to the
rigfit hand, nor to the left." In fact, this word [lalekhet] supports a
16 These are'

li~tl'd

in the Fmkd~tcin rditinn of Sifre
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different expl;mation of the matter, and in particulitr, a different source,
namely, Deuteronmny 28:14: "And you shall not turn aside from
of the words that I command you this day, to the right hand, or to
left, to go (la/ekhrt) after other gods to serve them." TI1e explanation is
tk1t the exegc-sis in the Jerusalem Talmud addresses the situation
where "the court handed dO\•Vn a ruling [entailing the] transgressing
of anv of the commandments in the ToraJ1," namelv, "the words that 1
co~and you this day." In this situation, one is n~t to hearhn to the
words of the Sages lmless they rule that right is right and left is left,
omd there is no doubt as to what is right and >vhat is left. 1lw question
is whether "to go" to the right or the left [i.e., to deviate from the true
law, as the court hos doneJ-and [the answer is th'1t] one should not
turn aside from the words [of the fnrah]. On the olher hand, in the law
of the rebellious elder (Deut. 17:11) [i.e., the dictum in the Sifre], the
discussion relates to "the sentence which they shall declare w1to you,"
that is, the pronouncements spoken by the Sages, which, regardless of
whether they are right or left, are not to be turned aside [i.e., ckviated]
fron1. 17
This resolution of the apparently contradictory approaches to compliance
with court rulings distinguishes between the dictum in the Jerus,1lcm
Talmud, which addrPsses the case where a court mles that a law from the
Torah is to be transgressed, stating that such a ruling is not to he obeyed,
and the dictum in the Sifre, which speaks of a mling handed down by the
Sages, stating that even if it appears to be erroneous, such a ruling is indeed
to be obeyed. 18 This distinction corresponds, to a considerable extent, to the
distinction drawn in this chapter between the Mlshnah in Horayot, which
de<1ls with a court ruling that is patently erroneous insofar as it is contrary
to the decided law, and the law of ilie rebellious elder, which deals with a
court ruling that decides an open legal question.

5

Interim summary

111.e Mishnah seeks to ()utline the role and authority of U1e High Court in
Jemsalem. Its point of dcparhire is that the Torah, like any text, is in need
of interpretation, and the interpretive process i~ likely to lead to controversy.
Tiw High Court is given the authority to resolve controversies and create
uniform law that is binding on all. A sage who directs others lo contravene
a High Court ruling is, a 'rebellious elder' who is liable to be put to death,
as he has threatened U1e court's stability ;md authority. Yet the ivfahnah

17
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also makes a strong '-tiltemenl as to the limits of judicial authority and the
obhg:at10n to obey court rulings. l'he court has incontrovertible authority
only where the law ism need of definitive interpretation. V'.'hPre the la•v is
dear and it. not in need of interpretation, ilnd a court ruliiLg undermines
the law-the situation discussed in mHoravot--the Mishnah concludes
that the ruling is mvalid and should not be ~beyed.
In mHorayot,
are adduced to establish the principle that a
COLtrt ruling contrary
an uncontroversial law is not a valid ruling but
a
and not to be ucted upon. The biblical idiom that serves as a
prooftext
mHorayot is "and the thing be hid" (Lev. 4:13), or in the
mi::-.hna1c formulation, "and one of its members knew thai Hwy had made
a nu'itake." These locutions presuppose that there is indeed an objective
legal truth, and 'what is needed to bring it to light is knowledge, not
interprelivc acumen. One c,m know it, forget it, or be mistaken about it,
but its meaning is not in question. Tractate Hornyot does not deal with th<:>
tu obey court rulings, but rather, with the results of mistaken
An erroneous court ruling has no validity, hence there is no
obligation to heed 1t. The only question is whether one who complies with
sucharulingm good faith i,; deemed tohaveclcted llnderduress (exernptmg
him from bringing a sin-offering) or inadvertently (oh ligating him to bring
a sin-offering).

6

Medieval understandings of the obligation to comply
with court rulings

Although \Ve' have cast doubt on the claim. of some scholars th;it the
Rabbinic sources reflect profound dis,1greement over the obligation to
comply with court rulings, it is dear that among: the medieval conuncntators,
thPn' was indeed such a disagreement. Some saw the obligation to deter to
legal authority as tar-reaching, others sought to limit the duty to defer and
broaden the space for judicial discretion. There are also a number of
intermediate positions. TI1c different views are all anchored in the Rabbmic
sources, <;ome of >vhich we explored above. Let us 110\'\' take a clo~er look
at some mPdieval understandmgs of the obligation to defer to the court:"
6.1

Maimonides

Ivlaimonides' position appears lo echo the Rabbis' position a<; presented
above.

V\'t! are commanded to hearken to the High Court ,md do eve1 ything
they command, be it a prohibition or a di<;pmsation. And in this regard
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there is no difference between that which they decide on the basis of
reasoning, and that which they derive by way of the exegetical
principles by which the Torah is expounded, or that which they agree
reflects a secret of the Torah, or for that matter, anything that they take
to be correct and to strengthen the Torah. All [that they mandate], we
are obligated to hearken to and to carry out, and to uphold what they
say and not transgress it.
Maimonides, Book of Precepts, positive commandment 17419
In the continuation of his remarks, Maimonides adduces Sifre Deuteronomy

as a supporting allusion (asmakhta), citing the sentence that precedes the
one quoted above:
And the language of the Sifre is: '"And according to the judgment
which they shall tell thee, thou shalt do" (Deut. 17:11)-this is a
positive commandment."'
Yet it seems that Maimonides takes the opposite position elsewhere:

If the court ruled that it is permissible to eat all of the heilev [prohibited
fatJ of the stomach, and one person in the community knew that they
had erred and that the stomach heilev was prohibited, and he ate it in
reliance on the court's ruling, because they thought that heeding the
court even when it erred was a commanded act-the one who ate it is
obligated to bring a fixed 20 sin-offering for having eaten .... What case
are we talking about? When the one who knew that they erred was a
sage or a student who had reached the level of being able to issue
rulings. But if it was an ordinary person, he is exempt, since his
knowledge of forbidden things is not certain.
Code, Laws concerning Offerings for Transgressions
Committed through Error, 13:5
The relationship bei:ween these two Maimonidean passages seems to
mirror that between the Rabbinic ruling in mHorayot and the law of the
rebellious elder, as explained above. In the Book of Precepts, in which
Maimonides establish~s the obligation to obey court rulings, he is speaking
of an open legal ques:tion for which there is no definitive answer in the
halakhic sources. Th~ obligation to obey exists where the court has
rendered its opinion On an interpretive question: "that which they decide
on the basis of rea~Uning, and that which thPy derive by way of the
exegetical principles by which the Torah is expounded," and so on. By
19 Maimonides repeats tJs point in detail in Code, Laws concerning Rebels 1:1-2.
20 I.e., a sin-offering with it fixed value, as opposed to an offering that varied in accordance
with the offerer's mean~.
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clcnr and unpqmvocal leg;il
act 111 accordance with the court',; ruling. 1t is no coincidence that in the
T.av:s
Trilnsgrcssions Committed through Lrror,
Maimonides
similar to those given in
or mstancP, "If the
that it is perm1'>siblC' to eat all
[prohibited fat] of the stomcid1." for no court has-nor could
it have-the iluthority to permit something that is forbidden by the Torah.
ThP law con.;;titutes the limit of the court's authority, and no court h,1s the
authority to di\'erge from it. In a situation where one knm1rs th<'lt the court't:.
ruling is mistaken, one is forbidden to comply \Vith it.
;i

6.2

N ahmanides

Ni!hmanides is ;videly v1F1ved as having set out d
\-vcllordererl and cohesiH' position as to the
court and thl'
ndtme o! its
He is seen as ;in unyielding
of the court's
in'>titutional
lt has c'ven been clairned thdt Nil.hmanide" put
forward a forced interpretation of mHorayot becausl' it was coni.ptltible
1vith this outlook.' 1
V\rith re11..ard lo the

shctll not turn
w1to you, neither to the right hand, nor
to the ]pft,' Nahmanidl:'s made the follm.ving oft-quoted comment.

11aster who conundnds the commandment" hC1s commanded me, hJ'
observe all His commandments as I will be directed by those ;vho
stand before Him in the place that He shall choose; and Tfo
the Torcth

Dra<l:ot

22
Deulern11l'1Tl'r I7ll.
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nstance,
by Nnhmanides to
rulings, the
thcit forbidden fat is to be eakn,
rulings mentioned
forbids 01cling upon i'ln
erroneous ruling.
Nalunanides presents two argrnrn-'nlS for his position, arguments that to
some extent contradict each other. The first invokec, apprt>hension about
the cfanger of cifts and diswrd that might be engendered by contrnmsy.
Crcmting every ind1vidu<ll the authonty to act in accordance with his own
judgment could cause the societal fabric, rind haLikhic uniformity, to
that the court was

from mistakes and failure.

An anecdote from tractc1tC Rosh Hashana of the Mishnah
good illustration of the prnctical import of the first rntior
pres<:>nting the story itself, some background is useful. During the T;mnaitic
period, the beginning of Ci'lch nev\' month (rash /nidr·..:,/i) (C1ncl lhus the
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wih1esses!" VVhcn they came
m fi_f'., their testimony]. And
another l\vo
Ci'lme and said, "\Ve saw it at its prop~r time,
but bv [the next]
it was not visible," and Rabban Gnmaliel
accepted them. K
Horkinos said, "They arc false witnesses!
Can they testify about a \vornan that she gave birth, omd on the morrow
her belly is between her tt->eth'-'?" K Joshua said to him, "T see [the
point or] your words." Rabb;m Gamrtliel sent for him, "I order you to
come before me, with your staff and with your money, on the day on
which Yorn Kippur falls, according to your c<lkulation." R. Akiva_ went
and found him in
he said to him, "I can adduce [Scriptural]
proof that
[valid]." .... He [R.
Joshua] took his staff and his
lfabban Cam<iliel on the day on
according to his calculation,
Yorn Kippur fell. Rabban Gamaliel stood up and kissed him on the
head, and said lo him, "Come in peace, my master and my student!
\1y master in wisdom, and my student
\v0rds."
mRosh Hashana 2:8~9
From the way the incident is reported, it is clear that R.
did not
accept Rabbrm Gam<1liel's opinion in principle.
at the level
cticc, that is, in the •,vny he actually conducted himself, he chose to
to Rabban Gamaliel's ruling. \1oreover, tlw Mislmah indicates that
R. Joshun \VllS, to use the talmud1c cxpn>ssion, greater in wisdom, hence
his opinion w<1s probably the correct one, yet even so, R. Gamaliel's Yiew
vvas deemed authoritative. It appears that the Mishnah is endorsing the
idea of obedience to court rulings in the realm of conduct, but docs not
demand that the court's position be accepted on the theoretical level as
vvell.

Returning to Nahrnanides, it remRins to be determined \Vhether the hvo
rationales are indeed distinct and to some degree inconsistent with each
other, orwh(?therthe second rationale is simply an attempt on Nahmanides'
pl"1rt to rcu:s:surc Lho:se who fear that in follmvin).'; the court they might not
be acting in accurdill'lce with the 'true' hnv. They need not fear, he may be
23
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given that those un
Reg;irdless of vvhether the rationales are distinct, Nahmanidcs' position
on the duty to obey the court is problematic. First, it is di.fficult to reconcile
vvith mHorayot. Hovv can we reconcile Nahmanides' teaching that it is
permissible to eat meot that the court rules kosher though \Ve have cert<1in
knowledge that it is forbidden fat, with mHornyot, which teaches thflt
under those circumstances it is forbidden to act upon the court's rulir
Sensitive to this problem, Nahmnnides addressed it elsev.,hcre as well.
th<1t context, he offers a different and novel interpretation of the Sll/-,')/,1 in
I-Iorayot. He still maintains that the obligation to defer to legal rrnthority is
broad and far-reaching, but notes that a basic condition, established in
n1_Ilornyot, must be met:

I
f

Dut there is a condition, >Vhich ccm be discerned by one who looks
carefully at the first chapter of rnlinrayot. And it is thot if, at the time
of the Sanhedrin, there was a sage who •vas competent to issue rulings,
and the High Court ruled that something was permitted and he
thought that they erred in their ruling.... he musl appec1r before them
and present his claims to them, and they must debate the ma.Her with
him. And if most of them
to reject his opinion, and find fault
with his reasoning, he
retract, cmd afterwMds, after they have
removed him ;:ind rrmdcred a decision rts to his clc1im, conduct himself
in accordance with their opinion. This is whflt follows from those la\vs
[of tractate Horayot]. But in any case, he must accept their opinion
after the final decision.
Hasagot Haramban, Sefer 1-famitwot, root 1
For a court rn\ing to be binding on a sage •vho disngrees -with it, even when
he believe<> that the judges have made an unequivocal objective error, they
must have considered and discussed his claim. Only then does the ruling
bind the sage, even if he continues to oppose it. But if his view has not been
considered, he is not obligated to comply \11ith the court's ruling.
According to Nahmanides, then, compliance with court rulings is
obligatory, even according to mHorayot. But this is so only if the court hns
considewd dissenting opinions. If an opinion has not been deliberated on
by the court, its mling docs not obligate the s?.ge who holds the dissenting
view. Some contemporary scholors take this 'concession' by Nahmanides
to be rather forced, and driven by a desire to reconcile the hvo Rabbinic
sources, mHorayot rmd the law of the rebellious dder." 5 Vile maintain,
however, that the novel condition introduced by Nahrnanides is comistenl
\Vith his otdvocacy of strong judici<ll authority. Thoui:;h compliance is
24 Sel' Blid~tei11,
25 Ibid., 230.

~L.

21 nbove, 222
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The Riva and the Abarbanel: distinguishing erroneous legal
rulings from acceptable judicial divergence from the law

to deviate from Torah lav.r. 11wse rulings might appear mi-;taken to one
ivho i~ urnnvare that the court has this authority, but arc not, in fact,
mistaken. Tn essence, the Riva construes the dictum as addressin£, not
erroneous court rulings, but the c:ourt's legislative authority to
26

27
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from Tor,ili law by way of decrees and enactments. On his interpretation,
the court's <mthority to <>et norms that, in effect, deviate from Torah law, is
anchored in the Sifre's exegesis of Deuteronomy 17:11. The Riva is thus
limiting the scope of the obligation to comply with erroneous court
rulings, asserting that one ought not heed d ruling that something impure
is pure or somPthing prohibited is permitted.
A somewhat different approach is taken by the Abarbanel, a renowned
late medieval commentator. The Abarbanel addresses a classic jurisprudential problem: the relationship between laws, which are inherently
general, and their implementation in particular circumstances." The
central dilenuna \'\'OS already formulated by Aristotle, who noted that the
general law cannot possibly cover all possible situations to wluch it is
intended to apply. This could give rise to a miscarriage of justice in certain
cases, even though it is clear that the law itself is good and appropriate in
a general sense. The Abarbanel upholds the Aristotelian view that in a
particular case where the general law is not appropriate, judges are
pcrm.itted to deviate from the law, so that they can achieve a just outcome
in the particular circumstances of the case before thio>rn. He argues that the
emphasis on obedience to court rulings is motivated by the desire to
reinforce the authority of judges who find it necessary, in particular cases,
to deviate from the law as written in order to avert an unjusl outcome.
Though it might appear, he explains, that such judges have deviated from
the law and therefore erred, and that the legally-correct decision would
have been the very opposite of what they d<'cidcd, one is obliged to comply
with their ruling. Judges, Abarbancl explc1ined, take into accOLUlt not only
the relevant legal principles, but also the unique circumstances of the case
w-1der consideration:
And on this issue, [the Torah] warned that one should "not turn aside
from the sentence which they shall dedare unto thee, neither to the
right hand, nor to H\e left." TI1is means to say: even though they went
outside the letter of the general law and shifted it to the left, or if the
correct outcome was to the left, they issued a decree to the right, one
may not tum aside from their decision. For as to that which they have
decreed in this case, even though in relation to the general principles
it appt>ars to [renderl right left and left right, nevertheless, in terms of
the truth of this particular case and the nature of this localized matter,
they are only saying ofright that it is right and of left that it is left, for
that is \.Vhat it is appropriate to do, ond nothing else.
Ab1irba11e/, Deuteronomy 17
We Urns see that, like the Rim, lhe Abarbanel takes neither the biblical
wrse nor the Sifre's exeg~'sis to apply to an erroneous court ruling. He
28 See Ch~pler Eight below, "K1u1ty."
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docs not construe these sources applicable to a situation where someone
has knowledge of the factors taken into consideration by the court, and on
that basis mntends that the court erred, but rather, as applicable to a
situation where someone ha.:; knowledge of the la\;,.·, but not of the particular
circumstances of the case in question. The Abarbd!lel claims that such an
individual must obey the court ruling even if it is not in harmony with the
law on the books, tor in deciding the law the judge must demonstrate not
only mastery of the relevant legal principles, but also sensitivity to the
unique features of the case in question.
6.4

R. Issachar Eilenburg

Later, in the seventeenth ;md eighteenth centuries, we find a different
approach to the problem of erroneous rulings, an approach less enthusiastic
about categorical deference to the legal establishment. This approach
views the individual as obligated to use his own independent judgment to
critically evaluate the correctnes~ of court rulings. Those he deems
erroneou'l are not to be acted upon.
One of the chi pf advocates of this position was R. bsachar Ber Eilenburg,
author of the Beer Slwva commentary on the Talmud. In explaining
mHorayot, which asserts that an erroneous ruling is not to be follmwd,
R. Eilenburg points out th!:' contradiction between this law and the Sifre's
exegesis of Deuteronomy 17:11, which, as we saw, appears to call for
obedience even to a ruling wherein the judges declare that right is left and
left is right. To reconcile this apparent inconsistency, he offers a novel
reading of the Sifre:
That which was stated in the Sifre, "even if they show you [lit., shmv
to your eyes] regarding left that it is right," can be explained as follmvs:
even 1f you think in your heart, according to your own assessment,
that they erred in judgment, and ruled of left that it was right, but do
not know for certain that they made a mistake in the law. And the
Sifre's formulation \'\'as precise-"even i£ they show to your eyes," and
so on. And th.1t which we learned in the baraita that I quoted above--'
"Is it possible that if they say to you regarding right that it is left and
regarding left that it is right, you should listen to them? Tiwrefore
Scripture teaches that one is to go right and left-when they say to you
regarding right that it is right and regarding left that it is left" (jHorayot
1:1 (45d))-this means, [do not act upon their ruling] when you know
with certclinty that they made a mistake in the law by permitting
something forbidden; that is my opinion. 21
Heer !::iileva, Horayot 2:2 s.v. kehai gavna mezid 1111

29 See also Pemi,ft Amude1 Yerusiialayim, jHorayot 1:1 (·15d} s.v. ke/111da detam
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On R. Eilenburg's interpretation, the SifrP is not speaking of on{;' who
knows with certainty that the court has erred, but of one \·vho suspects
this i.s so, but does not know \Vith certainty. R. Eilcnburg bases this exegesis
on the formulation: "even if they show to your eyes," taking this lo refer
to subjective conjecture that the court may be wrong, ra.ther than objective,
unequivocal knov.:ledge. According to R. Eilenburg, the Sifre asserts
that one who merely thinks that a ruling is erroneous is to defer to the
judges and their discretion. However, if one has come to a firm conclusion
that the court has erred, this overrides the obligation to defer to the court's
ruling.

7

Erroneous lower court rulings

TilUS far,

we have discussed instances in \Vhich the High Court in Jerusalem
issued a determindtivc ruling as to the law. Such determinations ,ne not,
obviously, the sole or even the primary activity of the legal system. The
legal system is also called upon to adjudicate cases involving conflict
between two parties. Decisions in such cases are generally not issued by
the courts of higher instance, often called the Supreme Court or High
Court, but rather the lower courts, usually local courts that addres~
practical matters as opposed to matters of principle. This is a particularly
important distinction in the context of the Jewish legal system, \Vhich, for
the greater part of its history, has not had a functioning high court. Judicial
decisions can, therefore, be issued only by courts of lower instance.
Historically, such courts have not alwa.ys operated as formal institutions.
In this section, we will examine how the principles discussed above in
the context of rulings of the High Court in Jerusillem arply in the context
of halakhic rulings issued by lower courts. We will fir~t look at tv-.o
categories of unambiguous ,md objective error that invalidate legal rulings:
mistakes relating to facts and mistakes relating to hnv. V./e will then
examine two other categories of halakhic error, which, though they cast
doubt on a ruling's veracity, are not considered unambiguous and
objective, and hence do not render the ruling invalid.
7.1

\1istake of fact versUs mistake of law

The erroneous rulings disfussed in mHorayot are legal errors, that is error~
in interpreting or applying the law. At times, however, court rulings may
be found to be in error ,with respect to facts: the court may err in its
determination of the factS of the ca~e.
The Tosefta discusses a case where, on a particularly cloudy Sabbath
day, it had not been clear ;whether the sun had set and it was permitted to
do work, or had not yet set and the prohibition against >Var.king >vas still
in force. According to the Tosefta, if the court mled that the Sabbath had
ended, and it later became clear that the sun had not set and the ruling was
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court ruling and mnkes it simply a mistdke, compliance with which is
forbidden. One who act" upon such a mistake is transgressing, though this
transgres'>ion i:. not considered a mnlicious act, but rather, an unwitting
one. rhe lmportilnt point is 1.hatin contrast to a ruling based on a 'mistake
of la1v1' a judicial dpcision that is based on a mistake 0£ fact i:. not considered
a \'c1lid legal determination at all. lt is important to note that the 'facts' in
que:.tion are not necessarily common knmvledge, and n fachrnl error is not
a mistake that is manifest and widely Tecognizcd. On the
contrary,
overca:.t sky misled the judges, causing them to think the
:.lm had set, it is reasonable to conclude that others would dbo have made
the same mistake and thcrC'fore should not be blamed for acting in
accordilllCt= \.VJ th the ruling. Nevertheless, the principle here is that an
erroneous fach1al determination renders the rnling invalid whether the
error is recognizable or not.
An interesting Amoraic controversy wlating to this point arose with
regard to family la>•>. The Mishnah states that if, afler being inform<>d that
her hu<:band had died, a wom<ln remarries, and ::;ubsequently it becomes
clear that the information was incorrect and her first husband is still ctlive,
she must be divorced from both husb,inds. The question that Mises in this
context is 'vhether-sincc it is knmvn,
that the \Vomar1
wn,,umg>y-"'ne should

If sht' married \v1th the court's authorization -shl' has to )pave [both
husbands], and she is exempt from [ht1ving to bring] a lsin-]offering.
If she did not mairy \Vith the court's authorization-she has to leave
[both husbands], and she is obliged to bring a [sin]-offering. The
court's pmver is such that it Pxempts her from [ha.ving to bring] ..i [sin-]
offering.
rnJebilmot 10:2

lt !0110\VS trom th1~ :Vllshnah that one \.vho acts in occordance with an
erroneo~s court ruling is exempl from any punishment. As R<lshi puts it:
JO tHori1yctl"li(Z,ickern1Jcdel l'd1t10u).
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"One who acted in accordance with a court ruling is exempt" (bJebamot
87b). And clearly, the court being referred to here is not necessarily the
Sanhedrin in Jerusalem,
Yet the Mishnah's assumption that such a court decision is a valid ruling
and serves as a legitimate defense for the woman who heeds it and
transgresses, is revisited in the talmudic discussion in bJebamot87b. Some
Amoraim, specifically, Zeiri and Rava, take such a ruling to be analogous
to the case where the court erred in deciding that the sun had set and the
Sabbath had ended. If so, they argue, the court ruling does not serve as a
defense for the woman who has, on the basis of the ruling, gone ahead and
remarried, hence she must bring a sin-offering. These Am.oraim maintain
that the law is not in accordance with this Mishnah, for given that the error
in question is factual rather than legal, the court's decision is a mistake
(taut), not a valid ruling (110raa). By contrast, R. Nahman upholds the
mishnaic law, arguing that the court's decision is indeed a valid ruling,
and that a woman who remarries on the strength of the ruling is exempt
from having to bring a sacrifice. In his opinion, despite the fact that it later
became clear that her first husband was still alive, the ruling permitting
her to marry cannot be considered a "mistake."
It seems, then, that these Amoraim differ regarding the question of
whether to characterize the pronouncement of the husband's death as a
statement of fact, or as a statement of law, namely, a declaration that the
woman's legal status is such as to permit her to remarry. The position of
Zeiri and Rava would seem to be plausible, inasmuch as the court declared
the husband dead, yet later it became apparent that he was still alive, and
thus according to the principle established by the aforementioned Tosefta,
the decision was not be a "[valid] ruling" (horaa), but a "mistake" (taut).
But what can R. Nahman's reasoning be? Does he accept the law established
by the Tosefta? And if so, how is the court's determination that the sun had
set and the Sabbath had ended different from the determination that the
husband had died and the widow was free to remarry?
Addressing this question, the Talmud explains that according to
R. Nahman, the ruling in the remarriage case differs from other factual
determinations. Accordillg to the halakhic rules of evidence, a court ruling
must generally be based on the testimony of tvvo witnesses. An exception
to the rule is made in the case of a woman seeking the court's permission
to remarry. The Rabbis issued an enactment stipulating that in this
situation, the testimony of just one witness will suffice to establish the
husband's death. This is the basis for R. Nahman's argument that the court
rulin5 permitting the woman to remarry is not a factual determination,
since factual determinations can only be made on thf!: basis of the testimony
of two witnesses. Rather, it is a legal determination made in accordance
with the ritual laws, viz., the laws governing that which is prohibited and
that which is permitted. The court does not, and cannot, determine whether
the husband is dead or alive, since tvvo witnesses have not testified before

f
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the matler. In such a situation-that is, in a situi'ltion of
situation in which there is d legal doubt, givt>n thi'lt only one
witness has attested to thl~ husE)and's death-what the court can, and does,
do, is establish, from a legal perspective, U1at the womcm is pPrmilled lo
decision is dl'emed to be a
. Hence when the ruling is
the vvoman who hds n~m,irried on the strength

as a valid ruling, and a court decision that is based on a mistake
\Vhich is not regrirded as a valid ruling, but as a mistakt>.
cl11is distinction seems to support the point made above regarding a
court ruling th<lt i" objectively mistaken, with which one who is cognizant

of !he error is forbidden to

Tn bJcbamot a distinction is made
In the case of an objective legal
error, one who
upon the ruling, even though he ought not to have
acted as he did, has a valid defcn<>e. In tlw case of an objective factual error,
">U(h as a determination that the sw1 has set when in fact it has not, one
•vho <lets upon the ruling has no valid defense.
7.2

Mistakes in judgment (shikul hadant) versus mistakes in
legal knowledge (dvar mislma)

mSanhcdrin 4:1

The ruling rt'maim valid, but the judge must compensate thi=
party injured by his erroneous rnling:
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Tf la judge] judged lhelase and <le quitted tlwliablc ~-..arty\.vhilcholding
the non-]ii'lblc
hi1ble, or dedMed impure that vvhich vvas pure,
and declared pure
tmpure-wh<1t lw did is done lLf'.,
cannot be undone], and lw must pay [comp~nsationl from his own
property.
bSa1tl1edrin 13a
This seeming contradiction bch. . een the sources posed a chi1llcngc to the
Amornim, who sought to rcsoh·e it in w1rious w,lys. K Shesht:'t ~uggested
that the conflict be reconciled by distinguishing bch·veen two types of
errors that can mar court rulings. Errors of the more seriou.;; type render
court rulings invalid, whereas tho"e of the second type do not.
Rrw Shcshet said: Here he erred regarding- a point of legal knov..·lcdge
(dviir 1111sl111a), there he erred in judgment (s!zikul !rndaat). for R Shcshet
sci id in R. Asi's rnme; If he erred regarding a point of legal knowledge,

the decision is reversed, if he erred in judgment, it is not revrrscd.
hS?lnhedrin 33a
Let us try to demarcate the categorie~ "dvar mislnw" ;md "shik11/ lwdant."
The Talmud exp]<l.ins that il. mistake claso;ificd as :m error reg<nding "a
point of legal knowledge" (drnr miE'/ma) results from the judge's hCTving
overlooked an important l~·gal source that, had it been taken into accow1t,
would have rt-'sultcd in his handing down a ruling contrary to th,1t >-Vhich
he in fact handed down. Tiw judge's having overlooked this sourcf', which
a view contrary to his ovm, conclusively esti'lblislws that the
,1kcn. Since, had he been familiar vvith Lhis source, he
i1 different decision, his ruling is invalid. Once "'gam,
v.'e see that an objective mistakl' by the judgP, in this rnse a mistake oflctw
slemmmg from ignorance of a binding halakhic source, 1cnder'i the ruling
invi1lid. A twentieth century halakh1c auU1.ority, R. Meshulam Rata, nott>d
that a mistake a.rising from ignorance of a binding halakhic source is
similar to a mistake "ns to the reality [of the situation]/' that is, to what we
ha\'E' called a mistake of fact. 0 · Both brhtg about the :,ame lcgnl outcome:
the ruling is dPemed invalid.
The concept of an error in judgment (sliikul Jrndaat) is vaguer and more
difficult to define. Indeed, an expl<.mation given by the lunora R. Papa, far
from elucidating 1.hc notion, makes it even harder lo understand:
lf, for exarnplP, two fannaim or two Amoraim hold

and the law has not been declared to be in ciccurdan
of this one, or in accordonce with the view of that one, then should it
happen that (a judge] rules in accordance with one of the views, while
31 P.cofiD11saKr/,\fcmscr.
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bSanhedrin 33a
TI1is que"tion has garnered much contemporary scholarly intcre~t. In
the <lpinion of Asher Gulak, a mistake in shikul hadaat is an instance \Vhere
the judge's reasoning is found \\'fill ling and dra\vs criticism. Gulak took R.
Papa'~ de>'icription, not as a definition or genf'r;il charactl'riLation, but
n1ther as ju~t an example of an instance of the exercise of shikul haduat. He
then abstracted from this example to formulate a general principle, namely,
that d mistake in shi/ml liadaat 1s an error in the judge's reasoning.3'
Hanina Ben-.\-lendhern
the tPrm 'mistake in judgment' (shikul
differently. In hi<0
wheh:'as a mistake regarding a point of
~ (rlvar
results from the judge's overlooking nn
source, a mistake in judgment results from the judge's
a salient judicial practice. This refers to a legal matter
reg,irding which, though that the law hafo not been conclusively decided
one way or the other, the judiciary's practice is to 1ule in a certain way. The
judge who has m;ide a mistake in 'judgment,' has erred, clCrnrding to Bcn.\·Ierldhem, by ruling in a manner that divcrgC'd from the prevailing judicial
practice at the time. According to this explanation, R. Papa's statement is,
contrary to Gulak's opinion, not merely an illustration of behavior
exemplifying error in judgment, but rather an exhaustive characterization
of such error.''
N.egardlPss of v"hich interpret,1tion of the notion of
all a£:rcc that nccordmg to talmudic law, when
linquestionably authoritative

7.3

'A sage has already rnled'

\Ve have seen th,1t nn unequiv<Jcal mistake nullifies an erroneous ruling.
This is consistent with the principle established in mHornyot, namely, thift
one is not to comply with an erroneous legal ruling. But this same principle
mandates that in the case of a mling that cannot be deemed erroneous with
absolute certainty, one is obligated to act in <iccordance v'lith the rul
This onnciole i-; reflected in 0 ~!l\?"!/a in bSanhedrin 29b, which raises

In the s11gya, the 'falmud discusses the legal value of an individual's
declaratrnn regarding his debl:s. Is il viewed as a declaration that obligatps

1Jd::ion>,13(>-37
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him and can serve as the basis for a legal claim by the lender, or is the

declaration purely rhetorical-say, to present a poverty-stricken 'front' so
as to keep creditors and beggars at bay- and devoid of evidentiary value?
The Amara R. Nahman set down the presumption that "One is wont to
disclaim abundance {of wealth]," viz., that we must be skeptical about
declarations of debt, since people tend to declare that they have no money,
or that they owe money they do not really owe, so as not to appear wealthy
in the eyes of others. Hence such a declaration cannot serve as evidence for
one who claims to be a creditor. Given this presumption, the Amoraiin
disagreed over how to address a siinilar declaration made by someone on
his deathbed. The question arose in the context of the following case: "A
certain man was nicknamed 'the mouse lying on the denarii 3 ~' [the miser].
Before his death, he declared: 'I owe money to so and so and to so and so."'
The Talmud recounts that after he died, the named men came and made
a claim against the heirs for payment of his debts to them. R. Islunael b. R.
Jose ruled that R. Nahman's presumption does not apply in this case, since
the person in question made the declaration just before his death, a time
when people do not lie. Hence the declaration is to be viewed as obligating
him, and the heirs are thus obligated to discharge the debts that their father
acknowledged. After this ruling, the heirs paid only half of the debts, and
the creditors therefore turned to another judge, R Hiya, seeking payment
of the second half of the debt. Contrary to R. Ishmael b. R. Jose, R. Hiya
responded in accordance with R. Nahman's presumption, ruling that it
applies even to someone about to die, and that the heirs were thus exempt
from repaying the debt. The creditors then asked R. Hiya whether they
had to return the half they had already been paid on the basis of R.
Ishmael's ruling. R. Hiya said they did not have to, asserting:" A sage has
already ruled." 35
The upshot of the story is that though R. Hiya disagreed with R. Islunael
b. R. Jose with regard to the law, and contended that the ruling should be
the opposite of what R. Ishmael had decided, he refused to void R
Ishmael's ruling. The import of the "a sage has already ruled" principle is
that the first ruling retains its force, and another judge does not have the
authority to overturn it even when he clearly disagrees with it.
Let us examine R. Hiya's position more closely. If it was clear to R. Hiya
that his view was correct, and not that of R Ishmael b. R. Jose, why didn't
he agree to overturn the first decision? And why didn't he allow the heirs
to recover the monies taken from them contrary to the law? The key to
understanding R. Hiya's position is to note that the difference of opinion
between t:heo two judge<; arose from their divergent views of human nature,
34 Drnarius (pl. denarii)-a Roman coin.
35 bSanhedrin 29b. Some commentators read the sugya as saying that it was the heirs who
approached R. Hi ya, seeking repayment of the half of the estate that they had paid to the
creditors.
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of lnw. Hence we
and was not a disagreement
cannot say that in R Hiya's opinion, R. Ishmael's vipvv w,1s indbputably
mistaken. Had R. Hiya maintained that there had indeed bt'en such a

As to the judgment exercised when R. Ishmael b. R. Jose and
R. Hiy,l disagreed: R. Hi ya had no proof to confirm that R. Ishmael b.
R. Tose had made" mistake. Therefore, hP did not have the pm-vcr tu
overturn his action, and because of this, said, "A sage has already
niled."30
Thi'> example further undcrscorio-s the point that U>'.;g<<eement
legal question does not necessarily indicate that unt'
is mistaken. In
most cases where there arc two opposed rulings, the legal system will seek
lo decide between thcn1. Yet in the case under discus::.ion, both the opposed
ruling::. arc
as valid concurrently: the
of R. Ishmael b. R.
with
tu the first half of the debt,
money in
possession, and that of R. Hiya
respect to Uw second
half of the debt, rej!:'cting the creditors' claun. Even ii it is disputed, a ruling
that cannot be conclusively dcmon<;trated to be erroneous is valid and
binding 1viU1 rcsp!:'ct to the case m which it was handed down. R.
cannot m·crturn R. Ishmael's ruling vis-d-vi;, the situation in wluch
already been applied, and his mvn stance can be expressed only m
adjudic<1ting other issues that come before him for judgml'nt.
7.4

'If a sage has declared something forbidden, his colleague
may not declare it permitted'

The pnnciple that 'finality of judgment' applies to rulings that caimot be
proven to be in error is nlso manifest in a case, reported in the Tosefta,
where someone sought to have an already-deC'ided matter brought before
il neiv judge. A baraila in tEduyot ruled:
If he asked one sage and he declared it impure, he may not ask another
sage. If he asked a sage and he declared it pure, he ma.y not ask another
sage
tEduyot 1:5 (Zuckermandel ed.1t10n)3 7
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As formulated in the Tosefta, the addressee of thi.:; law is U1e individual
w·ho requested a court ruling. As noted in a n:·cPnt scholarly analysis of this
issue, however,
in a number of talmudic

U1e baraita is invoked as an
argument against a sage
has permitted something that his
colleagu!:' had forbidden. For example, "Has it not been taught: 'If a
sage declares something impure, his colleague is not authorizPd to
declare it pure, or if he has declared something forbidden, his colleogue
is not authorized to dPdare it perrniUed'?"os

In both formulations, the law does not address theoretical questions
about purity and impurity, but rnthcr, it addresses the statut> of a ruling
handed down in a concrete case. VVith respect to abstract discuss10n of
legal questions, discussion that is not connected to an actual case, there are
almost no limitations on a sage who wishes to take issue with vievvs
e>.prcssed by his colleagues. Controversy is a corner.:;tone of the Rabbinic
sources, and indeed, of halakhic discourse in gcneral. 19 The law in quet>tion,
hmvever, is not about abstract discussion, but, as \VE' said, about cm attempt
to dislodge a legal ruling that has been handed down.
It should be noted that the law does not require the second 1udge to rule,
in nc\1;' cases that come before him, as did the first judge. On the contrary,
in those cases he is at liberty to render a decision as he sees fit. It only
prevents the second judge from ruling on o case thot has alre;:-idy been
decided by another judge.
VVh;:-it is the rationale for the lavv of the 'sage who declared something
impurp'? Why does the first judge's rnling commit the second 1udge to
accept that ruling only with respPct to th"' specific case on which the first
judge ruled, but not with respect to cases that come before him in the
future? VVould it not make sensP, for the t>ake of halak.hic uniformity, for
the ruling of the first judge to bind the second judge from that point on,
that lS, with respect to aii.y future cases he might adjudicnte? This would
correspond lo the comrrlon faw doctrin"' of binding precedent-a ruling
that has been issued is binding in other similar cases.
On the other hand, if ¢e second judge is not committed to this ruling in
future cases, why is he- obllged to accept this ruling in this particular case,
and not allowed to re-hear the case and perhaps overturn it? Consistency
v.rould require that the fiTst rnling not bind the second judge atoll and that
he be free to overturn the first decision if he sees fit.
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Do not say that "he may not ask" applies only ab initio, in deference to
the honor of the first [sage]. For if he asked, [it applies] even ex post
facto. Tiw purity declared, and the dispensation 1so.1wd by the ~econd
[sage], cne of no con~equence. For the first one is a sage 1.vho is qualified
to issue a legal
that ..,omething i'> prohibited o
'prohibited thing.'.
if the seumd is grc,1ter than the first "in >visdom and in number" 11 ..
And it stcinds to n:w:,on that since the first sage ha.-; turned it into a
thing,' it can never be permitted, even if it transpires that

Hid11shei HaritVil, bAvoda Zarn 7n
On this understanding, when the first :-.<'lge issued his ruling, ,md
no categorical error >vas discovered in it regarding a point of legal
knovdedge, it became final ;md binding, and iv hat he ruled impure bemme
completely forbidden. ThP ruling, howevPr, did not become al
setting ruling, :md in other cases the ~econd sage-or Pvf'n the
rule differently.
Note that not only does the second judge not have the right lo hand
down a rnlini-; contrary to the first judge, he does not have the legal
authority to do so. Hence if he nonetlwless proceeds to hand dovvn a
mling contr<1ry to that of the
ruling remains in force even
adopts tlw second sage's view, and even
the first.

If a sage declared ~mnething impure, his colleague rna.y not declare it
pure; if he declan'd it forbidden, his colleague may not permit it-and
it he permitted it, it is not permitted. And it seems to me that this 1s so
vvhen they disagree at> to a matter of judgment (shikul lwdaat), but if the
first made an error regarding a matter of legal knowledge (duir mishna),
40
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[his ruling] is retracted and h1s colleague may permit [thP matter in
question).
Rabad, bAvoda Zara ?a (Sofer edition, p. 12)
It is important to reiterate that in saying thilt a ruling is binding, and
precludes other sages from disputing the matter further, this refers only to
the reahn of actual legal rulings in concrete cases, but not to the domain of
theoretical study of the ln.w. Even when the lav.· has been definitively
decided, another sage can challenge it at the theoretical level, as long as he
acts in olcconiance with \Vhat has been declared the normative
The Rosh, R. Asher b. Yehiel, stressed th.is distinction in
obligations of the second sage, who wishes to express
to that handed down by the first:

And if the second believes that the first is mistaken, he should go and
argue with him. lf he con prove that he erred regarding a matter of
legal knowledge, he should make him retract it. And if he dis<
with him as to a m<1tter of judgnwnt, that is, if his rcasoning
tov,.'ard permitting thi'lt which the first prohibited, but he cannot prove
it from the Mishnah or the Amoraic teachings, he should
'I say
this, but I am not permitting what you have prohibited,
you
declared it prohibited, and rendered it a prohibited thing, and I do not
lrnvc the power to make you retract.'
Piskei T-1nrosJ1 Avoda Zarn, ch. 1, sec. 3
1

The doctrine of finality of judgment, res judicata,'-' bars repeated
consideration of a case on which a final decision has already been rendered,
for two main reasons: to strengthen the status of the court '>vi thin society,
ond to protect the individual from having to defend in court a position he
hos alrendy defended. Importcu1t as these desiderata arc, it is dear that thc
doctrine o{ finality does, in some cases, lead to miscarriage of justice, the
perpetuation of error, .and obstruction of attempts to ascertain the truth.
The talmudic Sages' approach to the question of obedience lo legal rulings
seeks to balance these Considerations. On the one hand, legal rulings, once
rendered, are taken lo be final. It \Vas clear to the Rabbis that a legal system
in \Vhich rulings are subject to incessant critical revie\v \Vas untenable, and
would gravely impair the halakha as a normative system. On the other
hand, they could not ignore the cardinal Torah value of seeking and
upholding truth. Hence they mandated that if a ruling is objectively
mist<'lkPn, it is not to b\; complied with. Moreover, even \-\'h.en a legal ruling
has been handed down C1nd i.s valid and final, it doe~ not constitute a
binding precedent thilt constrains judges adjudicating future cases, nor
does it limit the study~ and teaching of contrary positions.
42 SPe Clwptrr Five helow; "Finality of j11dgnwnt"

